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Dear reader,
Once again I am proud to present a new edition of our Waterdrops.
It has been a while since our last Waterdrops was published, and we have
a lot to show for. We can look back on many interesting projects and
realisations where Verwater continues to proof itself strong in its solution-
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oriented approach. Providing many industrial customers with the know-how
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and enthusiasm of our project teams and operators, and with the understanding

HSEQ

of their business challenges, we succeed time and again to deliver projects in
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the safest way, according to all quality requirements and within the agreed
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time schedule.
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Keeping our performance solid and our operations safe are the main objectives
to continue ahead.
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VERWATER FRANCE
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The management and shareholders continue to support Verwater’s strategy to
grow and diversify. With a complete range of industrial services Verwater will
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always find the right combination to fulfill customers’ project or maintenance
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needs. With a well thought out approach our services can be involved in our
customers’ planning processes to determine the scope of intervention, balanced
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against the budget.
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Always keeping Safety as our highest priority, Verwater is well on course

HUGE MAINTENANCE
SHUTDOWN AT TEIJIN
ARAMID DELFZIJL
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with our Basic Principles campaign, a new Safety campaign focusing on risk
recognition and safety leadership. With full involvement of management and
all supervisors this campaign is a fresh approach to motivate all employees
to increase safety awareness. After all, Safety is a verb, isn’t it?
On behalf of everyone at Verwater, we thank you for all continued
collaborations and partnerships, and we look forward to new challenges
and opportunities ahead.
Filip De Wilde, CEO Verwater
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			Netherlands
Telephone		

+31 (0) 10.4165477

E-mail			info@verwater.com
Website			www.verwater.com
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INJURY / INCIDENT

DIRECT CAUSE

HSEQ
INDIRECT CAUSE

BASIC CAUSE /
BASIC RISK FACTOR

The TRIR score of the other countries where Verwater is
working stands at 0 since no recordable incidents have
occurred untill August 2016.

Unsafe situations / actions (near-misses)
We encourage reporting unsafe situations / actions.
There is an increase in the number of these reports in the
Verwater system. This is positive because it indicates that
people are more aware of the risks and the threshold to
report is low(er). Also, the descriptions in the reports are
HEALTH, SAFETY, ENVIRONMENT AND QUALITY

HSE STATISTICS

more complete than in the past.

Global Contractor Award

Basic risk factors

Mid 2016, Verwater was

For each HSE report that is put into the Verwater system

awarded the “Global Contractor

the basic risk factor (BRF) is determined. This is done in

Award” in Belgium at the

As part of our HSEQ policy there is more and more focus

order to take measures aimed at the underlying causes

Total Refinery, for its safety

to the implementation of (joint) safety observations,

and help to ensure that the situation cannot occur and

and overall performance

HSE inductions, induction programs, toolboxes, training

the undesirable act will not be performed anymore.

as a managing contractor.

courses and coaching of staff.

Finally
If we look at the safety statistics we see a positive

Statistics are not all, but do

development. One of the parameters in which it is expressed

show a development.
In ExxonMobil

is the TRIR score (Total Recordable Incident Rate), and which
is calculated as follows over a period of 12 months:

* Definition of “recordable
incidents”: all work related

TRIR = # recordable incidents* 200,000
# worked hours

deaths and illnesses, and those
work-related injuries which
result in: death, loss of
consciousness, restriction of

In The Netherlands the TRIR score is decreased from 1.82

work or motion, transfer to

(2012) to 0.50 (31 Aug 2016) and in Belgium the TRIR

another job, or require medical

score decreased from 7.89 (2012) to 1.96 (31 Aug 2016).

treatment beyond first aid.
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Sclessin (Liege Belgium)
we received the Golden
Tiger award for our
achievements on
this site.
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innovation

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

THE TIME OF NUISANCE DUE
TO BLASTING IS HISTORY!
Innovations in our industry are scarce, Verwater
Protective Coatings searches for new ideas.
Grit blasting is an old technique but still used at
most places. Advantage is the fact that you create
a perfect base for paint or liner applications. But it is
also a dusty and noisy activity creating lots of materials
to be disposed. The removal of chlorides from surfaces
to be treated is limited.
Hydro jetting is the answer on the disadvantages,
however most systems make use of vacuum trucks to

let the robot stick to the surface to be treated. This is
costly and risk-wise the chance of the danger of falling
in case of drops in the vacuum pressure.
For that Verwater developed the hydrojet robot, making
use of magnets.
After a development time of more than a year the
robot was ready for action and in the meantime several
tanks have been successfully hydro jetted. The results
of the cleaning procedure easily meets the hydrojet
standards SSPC-VIS 4.

HYDROCUTTING AT STORAGE
TANKS, PIPES AND OTHERS

Our next step shall be to create a paint robot
based on the same system.
This innovation is registered at the European Patent
Office under nr. EP 3 020 486 A1 and the design is ready
for construction.

Conventional methods to split steel parts are
gouging, grinding, sawing or cutting.
However already since 1995 Verwater is using
the hydrocutting technique. This system uses
water under high pressures with abrasives to
cut steel plates or pipes. The technique has
the major advances of being non explosive,
no release of toxic gasses and that cutting
edges are straight and free of burrs, hereby
the nuissance of the environment is minimal.

Innovation starts within yourself.

In the first years water pressures were up to 2,500 bar
and the guidance of the nozzles was by guide beams
resulting in straight cuts.
Over the years Verwater developed this technique to
a “state-of-the-art” method allowing to cut independent
patterns (not only straight lines) and without interruptions
for replacing the system.
This internal developed technique has been registered at
the European Patent Office under nr. EP 3 054 065A2.
The technique uses pressures up to 3,200 bar and
minimum water quantities as well as it makes use of
tension in tank bottoms, reducing the impact on the
tank foundation.
Feel free to contact us for a demonstration. Many respected
clients have already chosen for our system such as:
MOT, Team terminal, Vopak, Exxon, BP and Shell.
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A diameter of 19.4 m’ and a height of 13.7 m’, inclusive
of a central column and external heating and insulation
all over the tankshell and roof resulted in a total weight
of 225 tonnes.
A FEM-analyses was made for both the jacking and
relocation situation. For the relocation the Verwater
skid-track system was used.
Within 2 weeks the tank was
VERWATER SINGAPORE

shifted to its temporary

A FIRST for Verwater,
relocating a tank in Singapore

location after which the

Due to settlement problems of a rather new tank at the

slab. Afterwards the tank was

SRC Refinery, Verwater was requested to propose for a

returned than to his original

temporary tank relocation. The tank for storage of Molten

place again by the Verwater

Sulfur was due to the product of heavy design.

Singapore jacking team.

were carried out both in Singapore as well as Malaysia
and Brunei.
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Before that, already in the 1970’s, tank jacking projects

25

Since 1992 Verwater is permanently based in Singapore.

25 YEARS

Verwater Singapore 25 years
of tank jacking

installing a piled concrete

APORE
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VERWATER SINGAPORE

foundation was repaired by

K
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VERWATER SINGAPORE

JACKING

jack the tank after which it

Long lasting
relations in
ASIA

Verwater jacks tanks at NLTF
project of Kuwait National
Petroleum Company

was taken over on tempo-

As in 1992 Verwater

Verwater EMEA B.V. received the order by GS E&C from

materials with the right load

Singapore started its

South-Korea to jack the inner tanks of 10 LPG tanks at

capacity. After this replace-

operations with a local

the NLTF project (North LPG Tank Farm) location MAA

ment Verwater lowers the

permanent base for

(Mina Al-Ahmadi Refinery) of KNPC (Kuwait National

tank, of approximately 840

rary supports. This enabled
the main contractor to
remove parts of the foundation and replace it by new

Nowadays focused on tank jacking works and tank

equipment and an office, a client of the first hour is

Petroleum Company).

tonnes weight, back on the renewed foundation.

foundation repairs, more than 250 tanks were jacked

Oiltanking Singapore. The repair methods using tank

The tanks consist of double shell tanks with a diameter

Total duration of the works for 10 tanks was 5 months.

during the period from 1992 onwards.

jacking for tanks and its foundations have been adapted

of 54.9 meter and a height 33.2 meters for storage of

by many clients since then, due to the fact that it applies

butane and propane.

Historical was the relocation of a 70 meter floating roof

to the international codes and quality requirements.

tank in Port Dickson, Malaysia.

We are proud to see that all our clients from the ‘first hour’

Verwater jacked the tank approximately 150 mm with

in 1992 are still relying on our tank jacking specialism.

special jacks (100 tonnes capacity). For the jacking special
support structures were designed (FEM-analyses) to first

In June this year we shifted a tank on one of the
refinery sites in Singapore using the skid-method.

To commemorate this relation our Operations Manager

The combination of the unique Verwater jacking system

Singapore gave a presentation on a networking event

together with our skid-system enabled us to shift the

of Oiltanking about our

tank temporarily for foundation repair (piling) after which

abilities in Asia from

the tank was placed back on its renewed foundation.

tankjacking, tankrepairs till
dike reinforcements on the

Another example of the unlimited capacities
of Verwater in Asia.
Verwater Industrial Services (Singapore) Pte Ltd
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former Seraya Island.

JACKING

Petronas Tank Jacking
Beginning November 2017, we managed to jack our
very first tank for Petronas (Petronas Dagangan Berhad)
in Malaysia. Together with our partner for this particular
project, RME, tank 4 in Perai was jacked up to a height of
1,9 meters. Tank 4 with a diameter of 24 m’ and a height
of 14,5 meter, had suspected internal foundation issues.
For this reason, Petronas wanted to jack up the tank till a

sufficient height to carry out foundation inspection works,
combined with underside bottom plate inspection works.
Mobilization from Singapore, preparation on site, including
jacking took only about 1 week till we finished the jacking
at 1,9 meters height.
Looking very much forward to the next tanks to come
and to continue supporting Petronas!
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TANK MAINTENANCE

MOT Netherlands: 1 million
working hours without LTI

TANK MAINTENANCE

Verwater was entrusted with the complete scope of

Renewed tankmaintenance
at Exxon Antwerp

service for the renovation of these tanks. Verwater is

Over the last few months Verwater in Belgium has

project, such as scaffolding, painting, insulation etc.

appointed as the general contractor and therefor has the
responsibility to manage all disciplines involved in the

received the orders at the refinery in Antwerp for the

Finally, on July the 1st 2016, we celebrated at MOT that

complete renovation of several storage tanks.

Verwater is currently working at 3 storage tanks at the

Due to the heavy workload at the Exxon refinery,

refinery, while managing all disciplines involved!

all (sub)contractors together worked one million hours
without a lost time incident. An achievement we can be
proud of as permanent maintenance partner in MOVE.
This was memorized by the MOT terminal manager and

ELECTRICAL & INSTRUMENTATION

HSEQ-manager and supported by a happy meal for all

VOPAK WESTPORT AMSTERDAM
E&I and MECHANICAL

employees.
Safety is a common goal for MOT and their maintenance
partners and we are pleased that we are one of them.

Vopak and Verwater created a partnership for mainte-

Next goal; 2 million hours of safety!

nance works on the location Westport Amsterdam in the
Netherlands. Verwater is responsible for the Electrical,
Instrumentation and Mechanical works in close corporation with the site team of Vopak. In this cooperation we
are coordinating the planned, preventive and corrective
TANK CONSTRUCTION

New storage tank to be
build at the Gunvor refinery
in Antwerp

ELECTRICAL & INSTRUMENTATION

E & I works at ETA Amsterdam
Presently, Verwater Industrial Services NW is working on

maintenance for all above mentioned disciplines.
Verwater composed a balanced maintenance team of
specialists in dialogue with Vopak. Our common goal is
to create a partnership where we work on continuous
improvement of the installations functionality, reliability

the implementation of the E & I works for the CERES

Verwater was awarded the cleaning, dismantling and

project at Euro Tank Amsterdam (ETA). The goal of this

complete rebuild of existing storage tank 2401 at the

project is to increase the storage capacity of class 6 oils,

Gunvor Refinery in Antwerp. The Ø 34m tank will be

During corrective maintenance, problems will be solved

and to improve the flexibility of the storage and trans-

equipped with an internal floating roof and an aluminum

that are discovered during preventive maintenance or that

port. To meet the requirements of the customer, Verwater

dome.

occurred unexpectedly. In case of ‘outside’ working hours

and safety.

Industrial Services NW has brought together a broad range

IS project process (secured

of its expertise in a multidisciplinary project team. The

in our Verwater manuals),

The challenge of this project was a very tight schedule

work requires tight collaboration between detailed hard-

with an emphasis on a clear

and the management of all different disciplines involved.

ware engineering, coordination of the automation, panel

scope definition, clear lines

This project is considered as an all-in project.

Verwater is very proud of

building, electrical installation and inspection. Verwater

of communication, frequent

Verwater is responsible for the complete engineering,

this cooperation with Vopak

Industrial Services NW realizes the project in a way that

consultations and a good

design, procurement and manufacturing of the tank.

and looks forward to the

is desired by the customer by implementing the Verwater

additional work procedure.
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Vopak will use our 24/7
service.

future with great confidence.
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VERWATER INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

Verwater Industrial Services
steps into sustainability
The Engineering & Automation division of Verwater is
involved in the engineering process to develop and built
control systems for the Energy Storage Unit also named
TANK MAINTENANCE

Tankrepairs on two tanks at
VARO Refinery, Switzerland

the tank bottom and 1st and

“SOPRA” of Alfen. (Sustainable Off-grid Powerstation for

from Alfen develop the software in the Siemens Tia-portal

Rural Applications)

programming environment. More information about the
Energy Storage unit are mentioned below and can be find

2nd shell course. A project
plan was developed where

The goal is to make the software application

on the website of Alfen.

usage of cranes made it

structural and adaptable so it can be used for multiple

Beginning 2016 we received the confirmation for repair

possible to prefabricate the

type of storage units with different capacities. Our Con-

Alfen Energy Storage

works on tank 0456 and 0457 at the Refinery site in

bottom and shell courses

sultant is setting up the framework for this application

The possibility and capacity to store electric energy will

Cressier. The repairs on tank 0456 consisted of renewal of

next to the tank after which

based on ISA-88. With this framework the whole program

come to play a crucial role in our energy supply over the

the top of the tank was

can be realized as an adaptable application with software

coming years. As an increasing number of companies

lifted off the old parts and
placed on the new one. Thus

Sustainable, reliable and
cost-efficient decentralized grid.

objects for each item. For

and consumers generate renewable energy, while more

example: the converter, the

people also opt for electric vehicles, the demands on

JACKING

reducing the repair period and quantity of ‘hot’ works

switches, the batteries, etc.,

the power grid changes and become even more

Brunei;
A long Verwater history

within the plant. Besides that on tank 0457 corroded

with the possibility to

unpredictable. With Alfen’s Energy Storage, these

lowest parts of the tankshell were repaired. A small but

optimize them client

peaks and troughs can be absorbed, thus eliminating

dedicated team of welding experts carried out these

specific. Together with the

the requirement to make significant investments in both

Verwater’s history on Borneo/Kalimantan goes back to

works in a fast and efficient way.

framework, the functional

the power grid and its connections. Alfen Energy Storage

design and the technical

is also an excellent choice for energy trading and realiz-

the 1960’s when we started the first tank jacking projects.
This was for Shell in Miri and Seria, by that time still

Meanwhile in the beginning of 2017 another repair

design, our software

ing autonomous electricity grids in combination with for

under British protectorate. Recently some old movies

of tank 0453 was carried out successfully.

engineers and the engineers

instance solar or wind energy.

JACKING

ONDERDEEL VERWATER MECHANICAL

Equipment, Structural Steel and Painting), allowing an

New frontiers; South Africa

Air Liquide signed contract
to deliver Hydrogen through
2 pipelines

integrated engineering phase and an optimised construction

in diameter from 10.6 till 19.5 meters had to be jacked,

Air Liquide has signed a contract to deliver Hydrogen to an

station. In the same hall, the assembled metering station

due to settlement problems in the tank foundations. Our

industrial Client through a new pipeline connection and a

was thoroughly tested before it was brought on site

jacking equipment

new metering station. Verwater was awarded the contract

for installation.

was mobilized by sea

for the engineering, the construction and the site erection

May 2016 we finalized the contractual discussion with our
main contractor in South-Africa for tank jacking works at
the Shell depot Alberton, Johannesburg. Four tanks varying

container and the first

of this metering station. This latter one, besides accurately

turned up in our archives showing the very basic work

tank was successfully

measuring the Client’s consumption, is composed of filters

methods applied that time.

jacked in June.

and instrumentation to allow safe delivery according to the

The project was

Client’s specifications. It is therefore the interface between

Presently we are back in Brunei, which state became

finalized in the

the Air Liquide and the Client operations.

independent in 1984, on the SCOT (Seria Crude Oil ter-

beginning of 2017.

minal) where we jacked tank 8 for bottom replacement

Verwater was able to offer Air Liquide a unique

works. The contract was run by Verwater Singapore and

combination of in-house disciplines (Piping, E&I,

one. Once Air Liquide had approved the design, the welding
works started in our workshop in Oud Gastel. The final
assembly was done in a specifically rented hall, as no
location within Verwater was able to house the metering

was successfully completed at the end of last November.
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USA team, lifted the
tank to a height of 8ft
including the EFR and
bottom. With threats
of a tropical storm in
the Gulf of Mexico
and rain nearly every
day, the project was
delayed by the client. Once final approval to continue
was given, the Verwater USA team worked tirelessly to

PANEL BUILDING

complete the project by the original completion deadline.

Verwater Panel building
“Back in business!”

Lift and Level for new foundation, roof, bottom
and liner installation
Verwater USA lifted tank 109 at the Phillips 66 facility in
Belle Chasse, Louisiana to replace the foundation, roof,
bottom and install a new liner. This tank was a 173ft dia.
X 40ft high with an external floating roof.
Specialty Tank Services (STS) was responsible for
VERWATER USA

demolition of the existing roof and bottom and

Jacking challenges at P66
facilities USA

replacement of the foundation, including a new liner.

Verwater USA was requested to lift tank 212 at the

Once the foundation was completed, we lowered the tank

Phillips 66 facility in Belle Chasse, Louisiana when

shell to allow STS to install the new tank bottom.

damages to the foundation were discovered during

After the new bottom and annular were installed,

inspection. Of a 200ft dia. X 40ft high external floating

Verwater USA lowered the tank onto the new foundation

roof tank. The project supervisor and the Verwater

and the project was completed on time.

The project supervisor, lifted the tank to a height of
8ft without the roof and bottom so repairs could be made.

At the end of 2015 the acquisition transpired
of the panel building department from Imtech
Wormerveer. At the new location of Verwater
Industrial Services, at the Contactweg 155 in
Amsterdam, the shop has been rebuild and
the opening took place at the 10th of March
2016. After 1 year in operation the panel
building department is “Back in business!”
and the order book is growing.

About Verwater panel building

Allen Bradley PLC Systems. Together with our clients we
take care of the project in a quick, efficient and reliable
execution.
Verwater Panelenbouw B.V. is also an ALPHA partner for
Siemens. We are certified to engineer, calculate, built,
test and complete, on our own authorization, ALPHA and

Verwater panel building is an independent panel builder
with experience in several markets, such as oil & gas,
chemical, food & feed, terminal, mechanical engineering,

SIVACON S4 dividers with a current up to of 4000A.

Recent projects

infrastructural projects, energy dividers, drink water
One of our orders is the delivery of the Rail beacon

and wastewater markets.

VERWATER USA

Verwater USA moves forward!

for the national railway industry. The automatic train
Our scope of supply is from small operation panels,

influence system improved version (ATB vv) is a system

In February 2016 Verwater USA moved into a new

junction boxes, low voltage dividers to motor control

that is using so called beacon transmitters on fixed

office with workshop and storage facilities in Kemah,

centers (MCC’s), operation panels and data cabinets for

distances for a sign. The primary purpose is to

Houston - Texas. This development is in line with the

large projects. The applied materials are among others

complement the existing automatic train influence

growing market and requirements on maintenance and

from Siemens, ABB, Eaton Omron, Mitsubishi, Hima or

system first generation (ATB eg).

inspection of our jacking
equipment in-house. Both

Also we received the order

Laura our Financial manager

for the delivery of

and Carey our Operational

a Siemens S4 divider,

manager have put in

operation panels and

great effort into the new

frequency drive panels for

premises and the pictures

a big project at a tank

show clearly the result.

terminal in Amsterdam.

Siemens S4 divider
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Fabrication operation panels
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DEVELOPMENTS 0F VERWATER FRANCE

QUALITY

ISO 9001:2008 CERTIFICATIONS
WORLDWIDE

Verwater France is expanding its presence in the Normandy area,
especially in the region of Le Havre and Rouen.

We were awarded a contract for a new tank of 2,500 m3

partnership with Bolloré, since Verwater has been

Last year external audits for ISO-

The following entities were additionally ISO 9001 certified

in carbon steel for Chevron Oronite.

selected as a one of the main suppliers for their

certification, additional entities of Verwater

and hereafter will be audited annually:

maintenance programs.

were screened. The already existing

• Verwater-Shanfari for the activities in Oman

Furthermore we received a new order for piping and
maintenance work at SHMPP (Société Havraise de

Verwater France is developing also the piping business,

Manutention de Produits Pétroliers).

a first order from Rubis Terminal Rouen worth was

We also welcome a significant amount of new orders from

received and for 2017, we should finish the year 2018

Bolloré in maintenance. This in the continuity of the

doubling the size of orders in piping.

RUBIS Dunkerque

certificates for all entities in the Netherlands,
Belgium, France and Singapore were
extended successfully.

and the Gulf-region.
• Verwater International for all individual
projects worldwide.
• Verwater EMEA for Europe, Middle-East and Africa.

Another focus for Verwater France is to develop its
business in the Agro, we received our first order from
Tereos for a revamping project of a syrup tank. We are
The Netherlands

targeting other companies in this field.

Belgium

For 2018, Verwater France hopes to carry on with these

France

developments in the Normandy area and Northern France
and possibly gain new tank construction projects to

United States

establish our position even more.
Oman

RUBIS France

Singapore

BOLLORÉ Rouen

From our global
offices we meet the
highest demands of
projects worldwide

TOTAL Dunkerque

SHMPP Le Havre

VERWATER EVENTS 2018
NISTM Galveston - USA
StocExpo Rotterdam - Netherlands
NISTM Orlando - USA
ILTA Houston - USA
TÉRÉOS Morains
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RUBIS Grand Quevilly
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GAS RUNS ON VERWATER SOFTWARE

HUGE MAINTENANCE
SHUTDOWN AT TEIJIN
ARAMID DELFZIJL
A huge maintenance shutdown at Teijin Aramid Delfzijl

N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie is a European gas

There is a positive challenge for our engineers to develop

took place from the 9th of April till the 22th of May 2016.

infrastructure company that takes care of the transport

and improve their work for Gasunie. In the last years we

During this period, over 800 tasks were executed by

of natural gas and green gas in the Netherlands and

extended our engineering database for software (PLC and

Verwater Industrial Services (region North East).

the northern part of Germany. There are over

SCADA) and now we are working on electrical engineering

Most works were mechanical related; tanks, reactors,

15,500 kilometers of piping in the Netherlands and

as part of the database. Gasunie encourages our

valves and piping had to be opened and disassembled

Germany, connected to (inter)national piping systems

engineering people to work on smart and innovative

for cleaning and testing. The scope also contained

and hundreds of installations. Verwater is one of the

solutions which provide possibilities for the future.

rotating activities (revision of pumps, transport screws,

two System Integrators for the delivery of process control

mixers), welding jobs (replacement and adjustment of

systems (PCS) and emergency stop systems (ESD).

piping) and electrical & instrumentation activities

A Long Term Agreement for five years was signed by

(calibration of instrumentation, exchanging motors,

Gasunie and Verwater this spring.

preventive checks).

cooperated to get the work done. Verwater Valves
performed the valve inspections and revisions.

Among those Gasunie installations are compressor

To complete all these tasks approximately 23,000 man

Verwater Tank construction repaired a tank onsite

stations that pressurize the gas in the piping system.

hours were made. At the peak of the shutdown 120 men

which was rejected after a technical inspection.

For the location in Zweekhorst we just completed a pro-

were busy in shifts of 10 hours a day. They continued to

ject, which contained software, field work (electrical) and

work on Saturdays and national holidays.

panel building. The next project will be at location Ravenstein, which will be executed in four sessions until 2020.
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During this huge maintenance shutdown no accidents
occurred and our client was pleased with this great

During this shutdown, several Verwater departments also

achievement.
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Waterdrops is a newsletter of the Verwater Group
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